In-vivo Intrathecal Tracer Dispersion in Cynomolgus Monkey Validates Wide Biodistribution Along Neuraxis.
It is commonly believed that in intrathecal (IT) drug delivery, agent distribution is confined to a narrow region close to the injection site, thereby undermining the efficacy of the method. To test the claim, multimodal in vivo imaging was used to experimentally observe the effects of IT infusion in cynomolgus monkey, looking at cerebrospinal fluid flow, anatomy, and dispersion of a radiolabeled tracer. At high infusion rates, the tracer reached the cervical region after only two hours, demonstrating rapid and wide distribution. The same in vivo nonhuman primate imaging data also provided evidence in support of a computational fluid dynamic model for the prediction of drug distribution following IT injection. Tracer dispersion was predicted in two specimens matching the distribution acquired with PET. For the third specimen, tracer dispersion simulations were conducted as a blind study: predictions were made before in vivo biodistribution data was known. In all cases, the CFD predictions of drug dispersion after IT administration showed close spatio-temporal agreement with tracer biodistribution in vivo. Validation by in vivo nonhuman primate data confirms our ability to predict the biodistribution of intrathecally administered agents in subject-specific models of the central nervous system from first principles. The experiments reinstate IT delivery as a viable administration method when targeting molecules to the whole spine or the brain. The proposed computational methodology enables rational design of novel therapies for neurological diseases that require reliable, efficient and save delivery of therapeutic agents to specific target sites in the central nervous system.